
Overlay 

Often an area of paving can become worn or patched up without losing its structural 

strength and just needs a surface dressing to bring it back to life.

When StoneSet was originally conceived in 1997, it was with this solution in mind.

StoneSet was designed to act as a hardwearing coating to concrete or asphalt which 

can withstand the traffic demands that its base layer was designed to manage.

Save time, reduce waste and re-use existing surfaces with StoneSet.

asphalt driveway overlay using 6mm liberty StoneSet

Paving

re-use your existing surfaces



existing or new base 

surfaces

- sound and good 
condition existing or new 
concrete, asphalt or 
other paved surface.

StoneSet Surface Course

- hand applied and trowelled 
to a smooth finish by an 
approved contractor
- an aggregate 
size of 6mm requires 
min 16mm depth

Specifics

slip resistence  0.69 average value, Class V, as per AS/NZS3661.1 Appendix A
permeability  2000-2500mm/min average at 16mm depth as per AS/NZS 4456.16:1997
maintenance  annual low pressure wash and or outdoor vacumming

overlay paving specification
Our specially formulated unique resin blend provides a strong and flexible surface making it suitable for large 
expansive areas such as courtyards, car parks and driveways, footpaths, pedestrian areas, pool surrounds and 
patios. The large range of stone used in our products enables you to create your perfect hard wearing finish 
over new or existing concrete, asphalt or block paving.

As long as the surface we are overlaying is adequate to withstand the expected traffic, then the StoneSet top 
layer will follow suit. We guarantee no loose stone, no delaminating from the base and no colour change. The 
surface will be smooth but slip resistant making it suitable for sloping applications, wheelchairs and 
pushchairs.

Installation
StoneSet can be quickly installed by an approved 
installer and causes minimal disruption with curing 
time of just 6 hours for pedestrian traffic and 24 hours 
for vehicular.

The stone and resin are mixed on site and poured as a 
seamless surface. StoneSet can be laid as thin as 
16mm using a 6mm aggregate.
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6mm Goldfish Overlay


